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ABUS GameChanger Mips
2.0 Shiny White S road
helmet

Price 281.86 €

Previous price 359.28 €

Availability
Unavailable

Number 50024024

Producer code 0093817

EAN 4003318980329

Product description
 

ABUS is a company that plays an important role in the bicycle market by providing high-quality security solutions for bicycles.
Their products are valued by both professional cyclists and everyday bicycle users for their effectiveness, durability and
innovation. The company is known for constantly adapting its offerings to meet the changing needs of the market. It offers
security features of varying degrees to meet the expectations of different user groups, from urban cyclists to mountain bikers.
In addition, ABUS is committed to bicycle safety education and actively participates in campaigns to promote protection
against bicycle theft. These activities allow the brand not only to provide products, but also to act as a thought leader in the
field of bicycle safety. As a result, ABUS has earned a reputation as a reliable partner for bicycle enthusiasts, offering
comprehensive security solutions that allow users to enjoy their passion without worrying about the safety of their equipment.

 

ABUS GameChanger Mips 2.0 Shiny White S helmet

GameChanger 2.0 - Get the Advantage in Racing for Every Watt of Energy

GameChanger2.0 is a helmet created for true cycling enthusiasts who are constantly striving to improve their performance.
Designed to reduce drag and optimize airflow, this racing bike helmet offers advanced features to take your racing experience
to a new level.

Aero Blade - Airflow Optimization

With GameChanger 2.0, the principle is one: reduce air resistance. The introduction of a wider rear in the shape of the Aero
Blade is a key part of this achievement. Thanks to a special mesh structure, it adapts to different conditions, making the
helmet respond optimally to varying speed, side angles and inclination. In this way, GameChanger 2.0 can handle any racing
situation.

Advanced Ventilation System - Cool Head during Intense Rides

The AirBoost air intake and advanced ventilation system keep your head cool even during the most intense rides. This is
crucial for comfort, especially when every effort counts.

Patented ActiCage Adjustment System
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The patented ActiCage adjustment system not only customizes the helmet, but also increases its stability. It's a solution that
makes comfort and safety go hand in hand.

MIPS - Protection against Rotational Forces.

In the MIPS variant, the Air Node Rot ation system acts as an extra layer of protection, mitigating rotational forces in the
event of a fall and providing better brain protection.

Technical Specifications

Helmet type: MIPS racing bike helmet
Color: White
Color: Shiny White
Surface: Shiny
Size: S
Head size: 51-55 cm
Backlighting: No
Weight: 260 g

GameChanger 2.0 - tested by professional athletes, ready to change the rules of the game on the road. 
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